
FIS ASSET FINANCE

A Single Asset Finance Platform for the Front, 
Middle and Back Office 

Your customers expect fast, convenient and digital 
access to services and financing. You’re tied to costly, 
old technology that drains your budget. It’s time to 
break free for an enhanced customer experience and 
a more flexible strategy for growth. 

FIS® Asset Finance puts the power back in your 
hands. With the choice of a componentized model, 
an end-to-end platform or a fully managed service, 
you can configure and optimize the solution to meet 
your specific requirements. So, you can enhance 
your digital transformation quickly and cost 
effectively with minimal implementation risk.

AUTOMATE YOUR 
OPERATION

With highly automated workflow, 
you can deliver an omnichannel 
experience, quick and flexible 
finance options and quotations, 
and on-demand services.

DRIVE DIGITAL 
INNOVATION

Trust our APIs to integrate 
seamlessly with not only your 
existing systems but also new 
digital partners and third-party 
solutions.                                                

TAKE OWNERSHIP

Easily incorporate your own 
business rules and extend the 
application’s code without relying 
on your technology vendor.
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FIS ASSET FINANCE
A Single Asset Finance Platform for the Front, Middle and Back Office 

Future-proof your asset finance business 
against every coming demand.

GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

RELY ON A SINGLE ASSET  
FINANCE PLATFORM

Get all the functionality you need to manage every 
type of loan or lease, from floor plan and vendor 
finance to auto and equipment finance.

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE

Support the whole leasing journey seamlessly 
from origination to remarketing – and give your 
customers a superior digital experience across 
multiple channels.

FLEX FAST TO NEW REQUIREMENTS 

With a single codebase, you can easily configure 
Asset Finance yourself, either by making static 
configuration changes or using our plugin 
architecture to apply complex new business logic. 

CHOOSE CONTINUOUS DEPLOYMENT

Our managed service will not only host and maintain 
your software in the cloud but also deliver and test 
new functions and processes when you need them.

EXTEND YOUR ECOSYSTEM

As a single partner, FIS can provide any number of 
the tools it takes to run your business, from treasury 
and payments to document management.
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